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absorbabsorb
(verb)

1. Dry sponges absorbabsorb  water very quickly.

2. When you absorbabsorb  information that
someone tells you, you take it in and
understand its meaning.

3. If you write with a marker on certain
kinds of paper, the fibers in the paper
will absorbabsorb  ink, and the ink will spread.

clumpclump
(noun)

1. A clumpclump of soil is a tight mass of
dirt that is stuck together.

2. I always know spring is coming
when I see that clumpclump, or cluster,
of daffodils start to bloom.

3. Last Sunday afternoon we had a
picnic in the park under a clum pclump
of trees.

coveringcovering
(noun)

1. A coveringcovering of snow is a layer that
covers or hides the ground.

2. A bird's body coveringcovering is made
up of skin and feathers.

3. A lid is the coveringcovering, or top, for a

pot.
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dissolvedissolve
(verb)

1. Some kinds of acid are very dangerous
because they can dissolvedissolve, or break
down, almost anything.

2. Some kinds of bedrock dissolvedissolve in
water, which leaves an empty space that
collapses and becomes a sinkhole.

3. I put the pills in water and waited for
them to dissolvedissolve, or disintegrate.

passagepassage
(noun)

1. A passagepassage is a route or channel
through which people can pass.

2. The only way around the
continent was through a narrow
passagepassage between two islands.

3. The passagepassage through the jungle
was a path to certain danger.

pollenpollen
(noun)

1. PollenPollen  is a fine yellowish powder
produced by flowering plants.

2. PollenPollen  contains the male
reproductive cells of a plant.

3. PollenPollen  is carried by wind, birds,

and insects to other plants, which
it fertilizes.
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spinesspines
(noun)

1. Some plants and animals have pointy
spinesspines on their bodies to discourage
other animals from eating them.

2. The spinesspines on mammals, such as
porcupines and hedgehogs, are also
called quills.

3. Animals with spinesspines, such as sea urchins
and stingrays, use them for defense.

storestore
(verb)

1. When you storestore something, you
save it until later when you need
it.

2. A chipmunk works all summer to
storestore seeds for the winter.

3. She will storestore, or save, her ice
skates in the garage until next
winter.

tropicaltropical
(adjective)

1. TropicalTropical areas are in the tropics, a
geographic region around the
equator.

2. A tropicaltropical, but not temperate,
climate is generally hot and humid.

3. Colombia, Bolivia, Peru, and
Ecuador are examples of tropicaltropical
countries.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Record a vocabulary word in each word box. Then write a synonym and an antonym,
draw a picture, and define each word. Use each word in a sentence on the back of this worksheet.

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym
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absorbabsorb to soak up or take in
(verb)

clumpclump
a group or lump of

things that are close
together
(noun)

coveringcovering

an object that is
positioned on, over, or

around something, often
for protection

(noun)



dissolvedissolve

to break down or
disintegrate, usually

because of contact with a
liquid
(verb)

passagepassage
a route or channel

through which a person
or vehicle may travel

(noun)

pollenpollen
male flower cells, which

often look like fine
yellow powder

(noun)



spinesspines

hard, pointed parts on
the body of some plants,

mammals, fish, and
invertebrates

(noun)

storestore
to keep or collect

something to use later
(verb)

tropicaltropical

of or relating to the
geographic region

around the equator that
has a hot, humid climate

(adjective)
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

dry  analysis  trip  grain  jump  turkey

middle  pair  construct

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. DissolveDissolve  is to disintegrate ...as... buildbuild is to 

2. AbsorbAbsorb is to absorption ...as... analyzeanalyze  is to 

3. CoveringCovering is to top ...as... centercenter  is to 

4. PassagePassage  is to route ...as... journeyjourney is to 

5. ClumpClump is to group ...as... set of twoset of two is to 

.

.

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

grain  analysis  pair  trip  middle  dry  turkey

construct  jump

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. StoreStore  is to use ...as... sitsit  is to 

2. PollenPollen is to fertilizer ...as... wheatwheat is to 

3. SpinesSpines are to porcupine ...as... feathersfeathers are to 

4. TropicalTropical  is to humid ...as... desertdesert  is to 

.

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

covering  spines  absorb  dissolve  store

clump  tropical  pollen  passage

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. This chemical will  the rust and leave the metal looking
like new.

2. The body  for a fish is a layer of scales.

3. Plants  nutrients from soil.

4. They explored until they found a  through the mountains.

5. We had to break up each  of soil before we could plant
our garden.
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Name:Name:   

absorb  tropical  store  clump  covering

dissolve  pollen  passage  spines

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. Hot, humid weather is typical of a  climate.

2. The  on plants and animals are hard and sharp.

3. He uses an album to  pictures.

4.  is a fertilizing powder produced by flowering plants.
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NOUNS
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Name:Name:   

A nounnoun is a person, place, thing, or idea. If the noun is the name of a person or a specific place, it is called a
proper nounproper noun. A proper noun is always capitalized.

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the words below. Decide whether the word is best classified as a person, place,
thing, or idea. Then write each word in the appropriate column.

spines  pollen  clump  passage  covering

Use each noun from the table in a sentence.

PERSON PLACE THING IDEA

1. ..

2. ..

3. ..

4. ..

5. ..
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NOUNS
DAY 3
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Name:Name:   

A nounnoun is a person, place, thing, or idea. If the noun is the name of a person or a specific place, it is called a
proper nounproper noun. A proper noun is always capitalized.

Write three words that are not nouns.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Use what you know about the vocabulary words to complete the following sentences.

1. One animal with spinesspines is a .

2. A tropicaltropical  climate is .

3. Paper towels absorbabsorb .

4. When things dissolvedissolve  in a liquid, they .

5. I storestore  clothes in a .

6. The passagepassage  through South America was .

7. A wolf's body coveringcovering is made of .

8. Another word for c lumpclump is .

9. PollenPollen is transferred to other plants by .
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the best answer to complete each statement.

1. When you absorb
information, you  it.

2. Synonyms for clump do not
include .

3. A covering does not 
what is under it.

4. Which of these is most likely
to make something dissolve?

5. A passage often allows
people to cross .

a ignore
b understand
c prove

a cluster
b pair
c group

a protect
b reveal
c hide

a solids
b gases
c liquids

a an obstacle
b a border
c property

6. Pollen contains a plant's 
.

7. Another name for porcupine
or hedgehog spines is 

.

8. To store something is to 
.

9. A tropical climate is likely to
have  weather.

a male reproductive cells
b female reproductive cells
c seeds

a quips
b quills
c quirks

a use it
b throw it away
c save it

a snowy
b humid
c cool
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absorb

clump
Place

picture
here.

covering
Place

picture
here.



dissolve
Place

picture
here.

passage
Place

picture
here.

pollen



spines
Place

picture
here.

store

tropical


